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Seven Wallmurals to Celebrate the
Swedish Midsummer
REBEL WALLS PRELAUNCHES SEVEN DESIGNS FROM THE AUTUM COLLECTION GREENHOUSE
- We’re a little impatient and would like to share with you our freshly designed creations. We were inspired by the Swedish Midsummers tradition to pick seven kinds of flowers to place under the pillow and dream about ones sweethart
to be. Therefore, we decided to prelaunch only the first seven wallmurals, the others you can only fantasize about, says
Irene Gimmersta, Creative Director at Rebel Walls.
The seven wallpapers are included in Greenhouse, a wallpaper collection with a botanical theme, which will be launched
in August. Nature and flowers are in focus but the styles differs completely. Among the first seven wallmurals we find
graphic flowers, a hand painted flower alphabet and French flowers rescued from oblivion after lying a hundred years in a
dusty archive.
ABC For The Spelling Bee - Patiently hand painted floral alphabet.
Welcome To The Jungle - Sparkling green leaves from the trendy Monstera plant.
Bellewood - A modern tolie design created with traditional craftsmanship.
Flowerbed - A flowery stripe design of real and fantasy flowers.
Winding Spring - A meeting between the traditional trellis design and winding branches.
Flower Dot - An unexpected combination between graphic shapes and lush flowers.
Wall Garden - Floral patterns rescued from oblivion after over a hundred years in a dusty archive boxes combined with
worn wooden planks.
On rebelwalls.com/Greenhouse you will find more information about the seven prelaunched wallmurals.
High-resolution interior photos can be downloaded at images.rebelwalls.com.
View the complete collection book at books.rebelwalls.com.
For further information contact amelie@rebelwalls.com
Get the latest news and a look behind the scenes, follow Rebel Walls on: Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest. #rebelwalls
FACTS ABOUT REBEL WALLS AB
Rebel Walls is a Swedish wallpaper company with its own design studio and production in Borås. The company offers a
wide assortment of designer wallpaper and the ability to create your own designs online. The range is based on a free
collection structure and always offers the latest in wallpaper design. Rebel Walls is part of the Gimmersta Group together
with Sandberg Fabrics & Wallpaper, Decor Maison, Bjorklund & Wingqvist, Wallpaper Terminal and Tapet.se. Rebel Walls
has an eco-friendly production in terms of waste and energy consumption.
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